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In many applications some analogue signals have been converted to digital signals. In such 

conditions analogue-digital converters (ADC) must be used. If the circuit is a microprocessor based 

system, the analogue-digital conversion process can be done by adding analogue-digital conversion 

subroutine to the programme and by using some additional environmental circuits.  

In this study a microprocessor kit is used to perform ADC test circuit. A sample and hold circuit 

(S/H circuit), a 3-bit R-2R ladder DAC (Digital Analogue Converter), a comparator and a voltage 

follower circuit are used as environmental circuit. Some nodes of environmental circuits are connected 

to peripheral interface adapter (PIA) (parallel input-output unit, parallel I/O) pins of microprocessor kit.  

Four pins of PIA assigned as outputs pins and one pin is assigned as input pin by writing necessary 

binary word to the data direction register of PIA. 3 outputs of PIA are connected to 3-bit DAC’s inputs, 

so 8 binary count from 000 to 111 can be applied to the inputs of DAC. 8 counts produce 8 voltage level 

at the output of DAC. Analogue voltage has been applied to the input of sample and hold circuit. 

Sampling pulse has been applied to the S/H circuit by fourth output pin of PIA. Sampled voltage has 

been hold at the output of S/H circuit during conversion process. S/H circuit output and DAC output 

have been connected to the inputs of comparator. Comparator output is connected to input pin of PIA. 

Comparator output voltage is logic compatible. Using a software, logic level of input pin of PIA can be 

read and which of the comparator input voltage is bigger can be determined. Logic level at the output 

of comparator (input pin of PIA ) can be learnt by reading read/write (R/W) register of PIA.  

Analogue voltage level can be determined as binary or hexadecimal count using the circuit 

descripted above and using an ADC software. In this study, such a hardware has been built and a 

machine code programme has been wrote. 
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